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The high-performance GT projectors

GT5000, GT6000, GT6000R

Three light champions with
enough power for any scene.

Extreme luminosity – up to
6,000 ANSI Lumens
Top resolution XGA/SXGA+
Innovative electronic features
Up to 9,000 hours operating
time
Excellent contrast – 700:1
2-lamp system
WLAN and LAN functionality
Stackable for double intensity
Geometric correction for pro-
jection on curved surfaces



In the metro station, at a POS or in the
control room of a modern high-tech com-
pany. At exhibitions, in galleries or foyers:
wherever a projector must run continually
for many hours at a time, the GT5000,
GT6000 or GT6000R are your first choice.

Three musclemen for permanent 
operation.
The new GTs have such robust technical
equipment and optical systems that they
master even the most strenuous lighting
marathons with ease. They are particularly
suitable for permanent installations and
ensure that you profit from their extreme
reliability and user-comfort.

2-lamp system.
The integrated 2-lamp system is the source
of these projectors’ outstanding perform-
ance. It’s your choice whether you use the
normal lamp or replace it with a special
long-life lamp. Depending on your needs,
you can operate these projectors in 2-lamp
mode, 1-lamp mode or the energy-saving
Eco Mode. 9,000 hours of operating time
are possible. These projectors respond to
demands with a degree of flexibility you’ve
never experienced. 

Luminous light champions with up 
to 6,000 ANSI Lumens.
While the GT5000 generates a maximum
light output of 6,000 ANSI Lumens, the
GT6000 projects with up to 5,100 ANSI Lu-
mens. But the latter has the higher resolu-
tion of 1,400 x 1,050 (SXGA+). The GT5000
achieves 1,024 x 768 (XGA). Both have an
enormous contrast ratio of 700:1.

Projector variant GT6000R.
The GT6000R is ideal for many special uses
and is especially recommended for rear pro-
jection due to its specially developed optical
system. Its projection angle is 0°. All other
features are specially adapted to fit these
specs (2,000 ANSI Lumens, contrast ratio of
450:1, projection distance of max. 5.04 m)
and make the GT6000R your consummate
projection partner.

Ready for your next light marathon.
GT5000, GT6000 and GT6000R: for spectacular endurance.
Wherever you need to permanently install a high-performance projector for reliable
permanent operation: these three new models are dazzling over the long haul.

Brilliant performance in an urban
setting – their tirelessness makes
the GT5000, GT6000 and GT6000R

accomplished soloists for display-
ing advertising or information in
public spaces.

Stack two projectors for twice the
brilliance. 
The reason our GTs have such exceptional
light performance is that they’re furnished
with the newly developed 1.4“ LCD panel.
Combined with pathbreaking optics, this
enables true wonders – even in well-lit sur-
roundings. And when that’s not enough,
stack two GT5000 and GT6000s to project
images with up to 12,000 ANSI Lumens –
you get double the brightness on the pro-
jection screen.



Geometric Correction with Advanced
AccuBlend™ technology makes them
ready for use in all situations.
Special projector software enables them to
project on uneven, bent or curved surfaces.
Even when they project onto corners, an-
gles, columns or pillars – the Geometric
Correction adjusts images at the touch of
a button, getting rid of any distortion.

Sideways offset projection can be corrected
with the 3D Reform™ function.

In addition, images can be shifted vertically
or horizontally using the Lens Shift function.
The Lens Memory function automatically
sets the lens to the current input signal or
previous data source.

More efficiency through optional 
alternate lenses.
Whether you must master extremely long
or short projection distances – optional 
alternate lenses make the GT5000 and
GT6000 ready for just about any room 
conditions.

Skilled at standard distances.
The standard GT20ZL lens lets the GTs
show off their excellent image quality at
projection distances from ca. 1.5 to
15.84 m.

Fit for even the shortest projection 
distances.
Special lenses are available for situations
in which the projector must be closer to
the screen than 1.5 m. The GT10RLB and
GT13ZLB let you move your GT to within
76.5 cm of the screen, guaranteeing clear
images and perfect synchronization of
image size to screen format.

Competence in the middle range.
If your GT is placed between 1.5 m and
maximum 26.2 m from the screen, we rec-
ommend the optional GT24ZLB as an alter-
native for the mid-range, in addition to the
standard GT20ZL.

High performance "over the long range”. 
A special lens is available for projection
distances from ca. 5.2 m up to 50 m. The
GT34ZLB projects images over impressively
long distances without forfeiting any
clarity or colour saturation.

Adaptable and flexible: the technical highlights of the
new GTs let them display perfect images anywhere.

GT24ZLB 2.2-3.2:1 
For middle distances

Masterful performance in extreme situa-
tions – the GTs adjust images perfectly,
even when they project onto strongly
curved surfaces.

GT13ZLB 1.2-1.5:1 
For short distances

GT34ZLB 3.2-4.9:1 
For long distances

GT10RLB 1:1 
For short distances

GT20ZL 2.0-2.6:1 
For middle distances



Two slots for USB, SDI and DVI-D boards as
well as multiple input and output connec-
tions make seamless integration in your
system realizable at any time. Your projec-
tor will project, change programs as well
as be able to be controlled and remotely
operated more efficiently than ever.

Ease of control and monitoring. 
NEC has developed its Dynamic Image 
Utility Software especially for projection
requirements in modern network environ-
ments. It generates an interface which en-
ables even the most complex operation,
control and monitoring tasks to be handled
comfortably.

Not only does this innovative software al-
low you to determine the operating and
lamp status remotely – the images project-
ed can be monitored entirely via remote
control.

But that’s not all. These projectors can
send information about any malfunctions
or necessary lamp changes directly to the
administrator via data cable. Your projector
operator finds out about potential prob-
lems early on – and can diagnose and rem-
edy them before they turn into real prob-
lems.

Committed networkers. 
The GT5000, GT6000 and GT6000R love to work in a
team. They can be seamlessly integrated into your network to meet
your requirements.

Dual-input mode Simultaneous projection Central control and monitoring

Flexibility for any system.
A must for permanent installations and
continually running projectors: GT5000,
GT6000 and GT6000R come ready for op-
eration in a wired LAN. They are optionally
WLAN-capable as well.



Countless new possibilities.
Thanks to NEC’s innovative ImageExpress™
software that comes with your GT, you 
can easily use your projector for many 
new tasks.

Whether you want to share images with
colleagues over a network, e.g. in meetings
and conferences – or whether you need to
make presentations and communicate fast:
your GT and its ImageExpress™ software
make anything possible.

Send presentations from one or
more PCs. Alternate flexibly 
between the input from
several presenters. Show
one presentation on sev-
eral screens at once. In
public spaces, conference
rooms or in vocational 
training sessions: GT5000,
GT6000 and GT6000R master every need.

Optional interface cards for 
successive expansion.
As masters of flexible and future-oriented
projection, the new GTs grow as your needs
do. Optional interface cards set the stage
for connecting the newest technologies to
your GT. 

DVI, BNC and HDSDI, for example, are sup-
ported for digital connections from your
GT. Your investment in the most modern
projection technology is the best possible
long-term decision.

Linked connectivity. The new GT functionality makes them
the first choice for networked applications.



Innovations for crystal-clear image
quality.
NEC’s core philosophy is the pledge to cre-
ate perfect images. GT5000, GT6000 and
GT6000R keep this promise – always. The
new GT models contain innovative LSIs
which ensure the truest colour accuracy
and crystal-clear image quality.

SweetVision for excellent pictures.
The View-Magic-LSI integrated into all GT
models provides the SweetVision function-
ality patented for NEC. This mimics the
abilities of the human eye to create an op-
tical impression of perfect depth of con-
trast and focus.

Image optimization with the 10-bit
Video Decoder.
This technological innovation was devel-
oped by NEC especially to control colour
and glare. The 10-bit Video Decoder opti-

mizes the amount of black in images 
and perfects it using gamma 

correction. The result is
sharper contrast than

ever before. The

Pure enthusiasm.
Enormous light performance combined with future-oriented 
innovations: GT5000, GT6000 and GT6000R are technological pioneers.

colour spectrum is also broader than ever
before. Skin tones, for example, have never
been more natural, and annoying video
side noise is significantly reduced.

Top images thanks to Faroudja™ 
DCDi™ technology.
To increase the naturalness of films and
video sequences, the GT5000, GT6000 and
GT6000R use high-performance Faroudja™
DCDi™ technology. These smooth out and
harmonize images to create crystal-clear
depth of field, absolutely sharp contours
and one-of-a-kind plasticity.

Without SweetVision With SweetVision

Without 10-bit Video Decoder With 10-bit Video Decoder 

Without Faroudja™ DCDi™ technology With Faroudja™ DCDi™ technology



Focus on security and other vital functions. GT projectors
combine access protection and secure menus against
tampering – and are always ready to use.

Additional pathbreaking features.
In addition to these innovations, the new
GTs provide users with numerous other
technical benefits: 

Automatic adjustment of PC input signals.
Illuminated control panel.
Timer function for lamp-mode control
and almost all projector functions.

Compact, robust and multifunc-
tional: a glance at the front of the
projector clearly demonstrates its
extensive interfaces.

Supplementary security measure: 
the logo menu.
To make it even more difficult for thieves or
unauthorized users to gain ground, you can
load your corporate logo into the projector.
It will always be displayed when the projec-
tor is started or when there is no signal.
And when you protect this logo with your
passcode, nobody will ever be able to
change or remove it – unless you authorize
them personally!

The double-lock security system 
prevents misuse.
NEC’s new GT projectors have exceptional
security functions which prevent unauthor-
ized persons from manipulating your set-
tings.

The security menu lets you install a pass-
code for the projector which protects it
against any access by unauthorized per-
sons. You can also protect your projector
using a registered PC card. 

The double-lock security system also lets
you lock the control keys, preventing ma-
nipulation completely. The menu with de-
vice settings can also be protected with a
personal passcode. This function also lets
you assign various types of privileges to
various users, even letting you define which
user can use which menu function.

Security

Function



A winner – technically 
speaking as well.
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Technical Specifications
GT5000 GT6000 GT6000R

Display Technology 3 x 1.4’’ (3.56 cm) p-Si LCD-Panel with Micro Lens Array (MLA) without Micro Lens Array

Native Resolution 1,024 x 768 (XGA) 1,400 x 1,050 (SXGA+) 1,400 x 1,050 (SXGA+)

Lens Motorized zoom/focus, optional additional lenses Standard wide-angle lens

Lamp 2-lamp system

- for normal use 2 x 275W NSH lamps 2 x 275W NSH lamps 2 x 160W NSH lamps

- Eco Mode 2 x 220W NSH lamps 2 x 220W NSH lamps no Eco Mode

- long-life mode 2 x 160W NSH lamps 2 x 160W NSH lamps like normal use

Image Size Diagonal 1.0 - 12.7 m 1.0 - 12.7 m 1.0 - 7.6 m

Light Output 6,000 ANSI Lumens 5,100 ANSI Lumens 2,000 ANSI Lumens

Contrast Ratio 700:1 700:1 450:1

Frequency

- horizontal 15 - 107kHz

- vertical 50 - 120Hz

Speaker 5W x 2

Video NTSC, NTSC 4.43, PAL, PAL60, PAL-M, PAL-N, SECAM

Component Signals 480i, 480p, 720p, 1.080i, 1.080p, 60 Hz, HDTV, YCbCr

RGB VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA, UXGA (with Advanced AccuBlend™)

Connections
RGB Input 1 x Mini D-SUB 15pin, 1 x 5x BNC, 1x DVI-D

RGB Output Mini D-SUB 15pin (with RCA l/r variable audio)

Video Input 1 BNC with RCA

S-Video Input Mini DIN 4pin

Audio Input/Output RCA/Mini Jack (separate RGB, video, and S-Video input)

PC-Control Input/Output Mini D-SUB 9pin

Power Requirement 100 – 240V, 50/60Hz

Power Consumption 800W max.

- Eco Mode 660W 660W —

- Standby 1W

Operating noise

- Eco Mode 40dB

Dimensions (W x H x D) 518 x 242 x 548 mm (without lens & feet)

Weight 18.4 kg (without lens)

Optional Accessories

Technological Innovation

Are you looking for a projector with technology which makes it
eminently suitable for continual operation? The GT5000, GT6000
and GT6000R should be at the top of your list.

Please note our warranty policy posted at: www.necd.de

Lenses with various focal distances, ceiling mounting hardware, lamps, long-life lamps, 

WLAN card, RGB SDI/DMX-Board 

Variable lamp modes, digital 3D Reform™ with Advanced AccuBlend™ technology, 

Geometric Correction for projection on concave surfaces, timer, wired/wireless LAN, 

Lens Shift with Lens Memory, SweetVision, new digital Video Decoder, line doubling function (Faroudja™), 

PC card reader functionality, Seamless Switch (GT6000+GT6000R)

The LCD technology is based on 
highly sensitive image cells, over
99.9% of which are active.


